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Guarding witnesses? All in a day's work for deputy U.S. marshal Carly Masterson. Protecting the

judge who was indirectly responsible for her mentor's death? That's another story. Still, she won't let

harm come to Judge Nicholas Floyd, or the niece and nephew in his care. She's determined to do

the job right, and not let her emotions take over-no matter how wonderful it feels to be accepted by

the little family. Can she let go of the past and learn to trust again before danger finds them once

more?
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"This fast-moving, suspenseful story has a hero struggling with loss and the fear of loving again."

---RT Book Reviews

Lynette Eason is the award-winning, bestselling author of several romantic suspense series,

including the Hidden Identity and Deadly Reunions novels. Lynette graduated from the University of

South Carolina and went on to earn her master's degree in education from Converse College. She

lives in South Carolina.Audible bestselling narrator Andrea Emmes began her career in musical

theater and went on to work in TV, film, and video games. Andrea, a total "book nerd," now enjoys

narrating audiobooks at her home studio in San Jose, California.

When I first started reading books series, I didn't understand why they had to keep the story going.

Now that I have read books by Lynette Eason, I can't wait to read this next book in this series. If you



like suspense and romance, you should give her books a try.

typical Lynette Eason suspense. Some new characters and some from previous books so there is a

continuous thread with the characters and the type of thriller/suspense that rapidly moves from one

dangerous situation to the next. As usual there is a love interest and a Christian theme that

develops throughout the book. This time, though there were several twists, I was able to figure out

the plot and "whodunit" before the end. I prefer the characters to be slightly more complex and the

plot to keep me guessing until the end. Ms. Eason is capable of the type of complex

mystery/suspense that I can't put down so this one was not as good as most. I liked it but it wasn't

her best.

The story is perfectly paced for a suspense novel. The characters are strong yet vulnerable and

believable. The conflict both spiritual and emotional is well developed with profound depth.

Inspirational romantic suspense fans will find a great read in this book.

I had a hard time getting into this book. I kept putting it down. Although I have read other books

written by Eason, this one smacked of Harlequinn Romance and I kept going give me a break.

Good characters and believable actions of the characters. This is a five star story and one you won't

want to put down.

Protective Custody by Lynette Eason is a good Christian suspense/romance novel. The only reason

I did not give it four stars was because the bad guys were so blatantly obvious. The author does a

good job showing how someone can get angry with God, but still find their way back. Which is

always a good reminder - He is quite forgiving. All-in-all it was a good clean read, but I probably

would not reread it.

She is one of my favorite authors. Suspense and mystery.

This was another really entertaining story, with great characters and storyline. The excitement that

began on the first page and continued to the last page kept me engaged, as did the spiritual

struggle that the characters contended with when bad things were happening to good people.
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